Abstract Normal spiral galaxies have exponential disks and logarithmic arms (spirals). They must be interrelated and the relation is suggested to be iso-ratio. Assume you come off the disk center by such route that the ratio of the star density on your left side to the one on your right side is constant. The route (iso-ratio curve) turns out to be logarithmic spiral! Such distribution of iso-ratio densities is called a harmonic structure. It can be proved that arms are not harmonic and present (although small) disturbance to the harmonic disks, which explains why elliptical galaxies are clean while spiral galaxies are dusty! Some barred spiral galaxies have elliptical rings (arms). The solution of the harmonic structure with elliptical iso-ratio curves does exist and can be proved to be unique. The structure is handle-shaped while many barred galaxies show a set of symmetric enhancements at the ends of the stellar bar, called ansae or the "handles" of the bar. This suggests that a bar which is the additional harmonic structure to circular disk, consists of several aligned pairs of handles. In far distance from the galaxy center, the bar brightness should not approach the disk one otherwise we could not distinguish between bar and disk in the far distance. It is amazing that my model bar decreases outwards much quicker (cubic-exponential, exp(-r 3 )) than exponential disk (exp(-r)). My bar model fits the images of 9 galaxies very well. In addition, a similar iso-ratio model fits elliptical galaxies both theoretically and numerically. Because the iso-ratio principle explains and interrelates different observational facts, it must approach the truth.
1
Introduction to Galaxy Patterns
Galaxies are much larger than the solar system. Light travels from the sun to Earth in eight minutes, and travels from one end of the Galaxy to the other end in some hundred thousand years (light travels 300,000 km in a second). Although unimaginably large, thousands of galaxies are taken of images with telescopes. Galaxies demonstrate exceptionally simple and orderly patterns. This shows that the truth of the universe should be simple too. Independent galaxies present very regular patterns. They are either three-dimensional ellipticals or planar spirals. Ellipticals are very clean while spirals contain dusts which nurture new stars. The life period of stars in spiral galaxies is much shorter. Images of spirals taken with near-red light show that every spiral galaxy is mainly a disk with its light density decreasing exponentially outwards along the radial direction from the galaxy center (that is, disk center). Therefore, we call them exponential disks. There are other minor or weak structures in spiral galaxies. However, we have only two types of spiral galaxies: the ones with additional bar structures are called barred spirals while the ones without any apparent bar are called normal spirals. Spiral galaxies gain their name by the fact that they present more or less spiral structures, known as arms. The way the arms bend are understood: the angle at each position between the bending direction and the disk radial direction is constant along the arm. A curve which bends in this way is called logarithmic spiral. Therefore, the arms in normal spiral galaxies are called logarithmic spirals.
Now we know that galaxy patterns are exceptionally simple. This poses a question: are the exponential disks and logarithmic arms a coincidence? Newtonian theory, Einstein theory, and other theories are only applicable to the system of one or two bodies. For the system of three or more bodies which have similar masses like stars, they have no answer for their patterns! Exponential disks and logarithmic arms are so elegantly designed that they must be interrelated. The relation is suggested to be the principle of iso-ratio (He, 2005a) : distribution of stars is harmonic such that star densities on both sides of any curve from a specific orthogonal set keep ratios. The following section proves that the iso-ratio principle interrelates facts on galaxies and even mathematics. Therefore, the principle is very possibly a truth.
2 Iso-ratio Principle Interrelates Facts on Galaxies and Even Mathematics Fact 1: "Iso-ratio curves of exponential disk is logarithmic spiral. "
Assume you come off the disk center by such route that the ratio of the star density on your left side to the one on your right side is constant. The route (iso-ratio curve) turns out to be logarithmic spiral! That is, the angle, at each position on the route, between its bending direction and the disk radial direction is constant along the curve (Figure 1 ). On the other hand, the arms of normal spiral galaxies are logarithmic spirals. This is absolutely not a coincidence (see the next Fact).
The orthogonal set of logarithmic spirals is a set of geometric curves. We can use the following expression to describe the curves (He, 2005) :
where λ, µ are the parameters of the curves (i.e., coordinate system),
are real constants and we choose
so that the set of curves are orthogonal. In fact, the choice of parameters is arbitrary and the following is the general expression for logarithmic spirals:
where f (λ), g(µ) are arbitrary functions. All these expressions give the same logarithmic spirals and generate the same harmonic structure of exponential disks, independent of the choice of parameters. That is, our harmonic structure which depends only on the geometric iso-ratio curves, is independent of the coordinate system which describes the curves (coordinate invariance).
Fact 2: "Arm structure is not harmonic and spiral galaxies are dusty. " I thought that there were the harmonic structure which could describe arms (He, 2003) . After tree years' painful exploration, I realize that arms are not harmonic structures! They are disturbance waves to the harmonic structures of disks. However, arms try to make the least disturbance and follow the direction of logarithmic spirals. Astronomical observations indicate that arms come with stars of shorter life, and present dust which nurtures new stars. Elliptical galaxies, however, have no significant arm structure and suffer no disturbance. This is why they are very clean. It is very interesting that human being lives inside an arm of Milky Way! Fact 3: "There is only one solution of harmonic structure with elliptical iso-ratio curves (bar handle model)."
Some barred spiral galaxies have elliptical rings (arms). Does there exist the harmonic structure which has elliptical iso-ratio curves? The answer is yes. What is the most important is that the solution is unique (He, 2005a) :
( 4) where b 1 (> 0) is constant (see Figure 2) . The general expression is
All these expressions give the same iso-ratio elliptical curves and generate the same harmonic structure, independent of the choice of parameters. This harmonic structure is called bar handle model. It is no longer the exponential disk with bright disk center. Instead we get a pair of symmetric handles of camelback-shape. Many barred galaxies show a set of symmetric enhancements at the ends of the stellar bar, called ansae or the "handles" of the bar. The bar handle model gives the following light distribution:
where b 0 , b 1 , b 2 are constants, ρ b is the light density of the handle, f b is the corresponding logarithmic light density, and
where r 2 = x 2 + y 2 . We need to choose b 2 < 0 so that f b < 0 and ρ b → 0 when r → +∞. We can see that b 0 describes the strength of the handles and b 1 is the length between the handles (see Figure 5 ) while b 2 describe the sharpness of the handles.
Fact 4: "The patterns of galaxy bars are rich and varied, and must themselves consist of several pairs of handles."
Martinez-Valpuesta1, Knapen and R. Buta (2007) indicate that ∼ 40% of SB0 barred galaxies show ansae in their bars, thus confirming that ansae are common features in barred lenticulars. My study (see the following Fact 7) shows that bar itself is nothing but a set of several pairs of ansae (handles).
Fact 5: "The density of the model handle decreases cubic-exponentially (exp (-r 3 ) ), a consistent result to galaxy images."
There are galaxies whose bars have very small sizes. It is apparent that bar light density is very small compared with the disk density in the far distance from the galaxy center. It is amazing that my model handle decreases outwards much quicker (cubic-exponential (see the formulas (6) and (7), exp(-r 3 )) than the exponential disk (exp(-r)).
Fact 6: "The arms near galaxy bars are not logarithmic spirals. "
We know the iso-ratio curves, ellipses or hyperbolas, in our harmonic structure of bars. In the far distance from the galaxy center, the hyperbolas approach the radial direction from the galaxy center while the ellipses approach the circles centered at the same center. There are other iso-ratio curves whose bending angles are between the above-said two types of iso-ratio curves. These curves are not logarithmic spirals, a consistent fact to the arm patterns in barred galaxies.
Fact 7: "My bar model fits the images of 9 galaxies very well. "
My model fits 9 real galaxy images very well (see Figures 3, 4 , and 5). The fitting values to the bar parameters are given in the Table. After bar deletion, we clearly see a false arm structure curved to the left direction in the image of NGC4548. It is very possible that the structure comes from other astronomic body or from the lab on earth. However, we see the real arms overlapping the bar of NGC4665 after bar deletion from the image. We can refine our fitting result. In fact I made a simple piece of computer software "truthmostpack.exe" which can be used for any person to refine the result. The software is available from http://www.truthmost.com.
Fact 8: "Fitting my bar model to the images of different galaxies can tell their physical sizes in the universe! "
The bar model (6) involves the variable x, y which describe the linear lengths of galaxies in the universe. However, we do not know their distance from Earth. The only way we can do is to measure, as accurate as possible, the angles Θ at Earth subtended by the galaxies on the sky. The unit of the angle is generally taken to be arcsec. The Table gives exactly the angles subtended by the parts of the galaxies which correspond to our images in the Figures. The values of the angles can not tell us the real sizes of the corresponding galaxies. Therefore, we consider x to be a parameter. Its fitting value L 0 (with the unkown unit of linear length [Cn] ) corresponding to the side-length of the image is given in the Table. Therefore, l 0 = (L 0 /Θ) is the fitting value of the real length on the galaxy which makes an angle of one second at Earth. Hubble law tells us that the distances of galaxies are proportional to their redshifts. Therefore, if the fitting values l 0 are proportional to the redshifts of the corresponding galaxies then my model fitting can tells the physical sizes of the corresponding galaxies in the universe! This is the case as shown in the Figure 6 . These results apply to my model of elliptical galaxies which is based on the same iso-ratio principle.
Conclusion
Because the iso-ratio principle explains and interrelates different observational facts on galaxies and theoretical result on mathematics, it must approach the truth. He (2005) explores its possible physical meaning on galaxy dynamics and arms. However, it is dependent on the choice of coordinate systems. It needs to be modified so that it is an invariant theory. Nevertheless, the iso-ratio principle opens the possibility for our real understanding of the deep universe.
